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Abstract
Interacting quantummany-body systems are expected to thermalize, in the sense that the evolution of
local expectation values approaches a stationary value resembling a thermal ensemble. This intuition
is notably contradicted in systems exhibitingmany-body localisation (MBL). In stark contrast to the
non-interacting case of Anderson localisation, the entanglement of states growswithout limit over
time, albeit slowly. In this work, we establish a novel link between quantum information theory and
notions of condensedmatter physics, capturing this phenomenon in theHeisenberg picture.We show
that themere existence of local constants ofmotion, often taken as the deﬁning property ofMBL,
together with a generic spectrumof theHamiltonian, is already sufﬁcient to rigorously prove
information propagation: these systems can be used to send a classical bit over arbitrary distances, in
that the impact of a local perturbation can be detected arbitrarily far away. This counterintuitive result
is compatible with and further corroborates the intuition of a slow entanglement growth following
global quenches inMBL systems.We perform a detailed perturbation analysis of quasi-local constants
ofmotion and also show that they indeed can be used to construct efﬁcient spectral tensor networks,
as recently suggested. Our results provide a detailed and at the same timemodel-independent picture
of information propagation inMBL systems.
1. Introduction
Whendriven out of equilibrium, interacting quantummany-body systems are usually expected to thermalize
[1–3], in the sense that local expectation values can be described by thermal ensembles. For this to be at all
possible, local expectation values need to equilibrate to an apparent stationary state and energy has to be
transported through the entire system. Such an expected generic behaviour is prominently violated bymany-
body localized (MBL) systems [4, 5] that show a strong suppression of transport [6–9] and fail to serve as their
ownheat bath [10, 11]. Thus, these systems do not thermalize and energy remains largely conﬁnedwithin certain
regions.
On the level of static properties of theHamiltonian, equilibration in expectation is guaranteed by non-
degenerate energy values and gaps [3, 12–14]; a condition that is expected to holdwith unit probability if small
random interactions are added to the system.While these equilibration results are rather well understood, the
question towhat extend the local equilibrium values can be captured by thermal ensembles is still open to
debate. A direct way to ensure thermal behaviour is given by the eigenstate thermalisation hypothesis [15–17],
one reading of which assumes thatmost individual eigenstates are already highly entangled and locally
indistinguishable fromGibbs states.
ForMBL systems, the static properties aremarkedly different.While the randomness typically occurring in
thesemodels will almost surely guarantee non-degenerate energy values and gaps, the individual eigenstates
generically have low entanglement [10, 11, 18] and are expected to be efﬁciently described in terms of tensor
networks [18–20].Moreover, one typically ﬁnds that the systemhas local constants ofmotion [21–24] that are
invariant in time. In fact, it has been shown that such local constants ofmotion can be used to infer the structure
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The investigation of information propagation in interactingmany-body systems has a long tradition, with
upper bounds, giving an effective speed of sound, being provided early on by Lieb andRobinson [25]. For
localized systems, the non-interacting case notably leads to a full suppression of propagation, at least in the limit
of inﬁnite systems. It came as some surprise that this is no longer the case in the presence of interactions and that
entanglement entropies very slowly growwithout limit over time [7, 8, 26]. These numericalﬁndings indicate
that information is allowed to propagate in thesemodels, at least for the inﬁnite energy states usually considered,
in a sensemademore precise subsequently.
In this work, we present a rigorous proof for information propagation inMBL systems, using remarkably
few and innocent assumptions: only the existence of local constants ofmotions and a generic spectrum.While
local constants ofmotion slow down the spreading of information in comparison to the ballistic behaviour
expected from thermalizing systems, in our proof, we are able to use those constants ofmotion to show
information propagation counter physical intuition.Our approach is entirelymodel independent and assumes
no speciﬁc structure of theHamiltonian. This is achieved by basing the proof on a recently established link
between spreading in theHeisenberg picture and equilibration behaviour [3, 27]. Our results are a considerable
step forward in the quest to prove that information is allowed to propagate in generic quantummany-body
systems, which so far has only been achieved in highly speciﬁc systems.
2.Many-body localisation
In this work, wewill focus on systems exhibitingMBL, which can be seen as a generalisation of Anderson
localisation to interacting quantummany-body systems.While a comprehensive deﬁnition of this phenomenon
is still lacking, it is generally expected that it is closely connected to the existence of approximately local constants
ofmotion [10, 20]. These are operators that commutewith theHamiltonian
H, 0, 1[ ] ( ) =
but are nevertheless to some extent local. In order to access the locality of operators, we consider systems on a
cubic latticeΛ ofﬁxed dimension, with a spin or fermionic degree of freedomat each site with local dimension d.
Hence, the system’sHilbert space is given by ,x locÄ ÎL where loc is theHilbert space of the local degree of
freedom.Wewill denote the total number of sites by L and local regionswill be denoted by S orX. The support of
an operator is the regionwhere it acts different from the identity. Of particular importance for ourwork are
operators that are not strictly local, but only approximately local. To this end, it is convenient to introduce amap
,SG which restricts an operatorA to a region S
A d Atr , 2S S S Sc
c
c( ) ≔ ( ) ( )G Ä -
where S Sc ⧹= L denotes the complement of S and AtrSc ( ) denotes the partial trace ofA over SC. The
normalisation d S
c- is chosen such that the normof operators that are already local on S remains unchanged. In
order to analyze the locality of an operator, we assume a central support regionX, enlarged regionsXl that also
contain all l-nearest neighbours and investigate how the approximation error scales with the size of the enlarged
regionsXl.We choose the following description
A A
g l
0 : strictly local,
: approximately local,
3Xl ( ) ( ) ( )- G 
⎧⎨⎩
where gmaps positive integers to positive real numbers is some rapidly decaying function and · denotes the
operator norm, amounting forHermitian operators to the largest eigenvalue. Naturally, for strictly local
observables, the initial regionXneeds to be taken large enough to include the full support.
In order to investigate the structure of the local constants ofmotion, we employ two simplemodels ofMBL.
In one setting, it is assumed that theHamiltonian is a sumof these commuting approximately local terms [9]




In the second setting, theHamiltonian is a higher order polynomial in terms of the approximately local constants
ofmotion [22, 23]




i j i j
,
, ( )  å å= + + 
where Ji j, Î for all i j, and the interactions decay bothwith their order andwith the distance of the involved
spins. There is a very important difference between these twomodels.MBL is typically associated to a randomly
chosen local potential as in the original work of Anderson [28]. Due to this disorder, it is strongly expected that
the spectrumof the correspondingHamiltonians is generic in the sense that it has non-degenerate energies
and gaps.
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These assumptions already give us some information about the spectrumof the constants ofmotion. Since
theHamiltonian in equation (4) is deﬁned as a sumof commuting operators, it can only have a generic spectrum
if each local constant ofmotion already has a generic spectrum. In contrast, theHamiltonian in equation (5)
allows for higher order interactions in the constants ofmotion. Thus, each constant ofmotionmight only have a
small number of distinct eigenvalues similar to a simple local simple Pauli-Z-matrix, even though the total
Hamiltonian has generic spectrum.
This is the situation expected to occur inMBL systems andwewill follow the intuition provided by the
Hamiltonianwith these higher order interaction between constants ofmotion, leading us to the following
deﬁnition [9].
Deﬁnition 1 (Local constant ofmotion). Let  be an operator that commutes with theHamiltonian and hasM
disjoint eigenvalues, all separated by a spectral gap lower bounded by 0,g > independent of the system size. 
is an exactly local constant ofmotion, if it is strictly local and an approximately local constant ofmotion, if it is
approximately local.
The precise value ofM is not crucial for our purposes, since our results apply as long as the numberM is
independent of the system size. One direct consequence of the simple spectrumof the constants ofmotion is that
the dimension of their eigenspaces has to grow exponentially in the system size. This can be seen from a
perturbation theoretical point of view, where the exponentially small tails are not sufﬁcient to create transitions
between distinct eigenvalues. Thus the spectrum is approximately given by that of a strictly local operator, which
has the feature of exponentially growing eigenspaces since it is extended by tensoringwith identity.Moreover,
using such constants ofmotion also allows to prove that the spectral tensor networks construction using exactly
local constants ofmotion [20] can still be carried out in the approximately local case (sectionA.2 of the
appendix).
This leads to the interesting situation that for systems exhibitingMBL, eigenstates will typically efﬁciently be
captured in terms ofmatrix-product states with low bond dimension.Whereas, product states will build up
arbitrary large entanglement over time [7, 8, 26].We now turn to ourmain result, namely a rigorous proof of
information propagation based only on the existence of a single constant ofmotion and a non-degenerate
spectrum.
3.Main result: proof of information propagation
In order to capture how classical information can be send through thesemodels, we imagine that there are two
parties, for brevity referred to as Alice andBob, who have control over different parts of a spin system [29]. For
simplicity, let thismodel be 1D and let Alice control some part at the right end (ﬁgure 1).We further assume a
ﬁxed separation between the parties and ﬁnally that Bob controls the rest of the chain. Alice encodes a classical
bit by either doing nothing or acting on her part left the spin chainwith a local unitaryV. At later time, Bob
measures some local operatorA. Howwell these two parties can communicate with such a protocol is captured
by the difference in expectation value for Bob, depending onAlice’s action
VA V A . 6t t∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )†y y y yá ñ - á ñ
Such a procedure amounts to a positive channel capacity in the language of information theory. In less
information theoretic terms: a localmodiﬁcationwill necessarily lead to ameasurable statemodiﬁcation far
away in the chain for later times. At time zero, the support ofV andA are spatially separated and the above
quantity is zero. Over time, the support ofAtmight grow and thus eventually lead to a signal. Thus, whether the
two parties can communicate crucially depends on the growth of an operator in theHeisenberg picture. In this
way, the following quantity is ameaningful way to capture the capability of aHamiltonian to propagate
information.
Figure 1.The geometry underlying deﬁnition 2 on information propagation on average. An observableA evolving in theHeisenberg
picture under amany-bodyHamiltonian of amany-body systemof size L, initially locally supported, will necessarily leak out of any
region S containing the originally local support ofA, leading to ameasurable signal undermeasurements in the complement of S, for
suitably long times.
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Deﬁnition 2 (Information propagation on average).AHamiltonian allows for information propagation on
average, if for any 0, > there exists a strictly local observableAwith unit operator norm, such that, for each
ﬁnite region S, truncation of theHeisenberg evolution to that ﬁnite region necessarily leads to aﬁxed error ε, as
long as the system size L is large enough
A S L L L
A A
0 local :
1 . 7t S t
0 0
( ) ( )


" > $ " $ " >








0ò= ¥ denotes the inﬁnite time average ofA.
This deﬁnition is very restrictive, as it demands that the lower bound can be chosen arbitrarily close to 1.On
the other hand, it does not require any information on the corresponding time scale and allows for the support of
the observable to take exponentially long to grow. In order to connect this deﬁnition to the information
propagation protocol introduced above, we use that
A UUAUd , 8S
Sc
( ) ( )†òG =
which gives




[ ] [ ] ( ) ( )† †  ò ò = - G -     
Thus, for systems showing information propagation according to deﬁnition 2, we canﬁnd a state vector ,∣yñ
such that an excitation created by some local unitaryVwill be, on average, detectable at distances arbitrary far
away
VA V A V A V, 1 . 10t t t∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )† † y y y y y yá ñ - á ñ = á ñ > -⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
Hence, we can interpret 1 - as a signal strength. Thus, if aHamiltonian allows for information propagation in
the above sense, Alice and Bob can indeed communicate by the described protocol, nomatter how large their
separation, as long as Bob is allowed tomeasure on a large enough subsystem.Ourmain result states that this
information propagation can be rigorously deduced fromonly the existence of a local constant ofmotion and a
suitably non-degenerate spectrumof theHamiltonian.
Theorem1 (Information propagation). LetH be aHamiltonianwith non-degenerate energies and gaps and  be
an approximately local constant ofmotion with decay function g, localisation region X, spectral gap 0g > and
eigenspaces with dimension larger than d .min ThenHnecessarily has information propagation on average in the sense
that there exists a local operator A initially supported on X Xl É with A 1=  such that At, on average, has support






. 11t S t
S
min
1 2( ) ( ) ( )
∣ ∣
 g- G - -  
Theﬁrst non-constant term in equation (11) can be chosen arbitrarily small by picking the initial supportXl
large enough and the second termdecays exponentially with system size L, due to the growth of the degeneracy
d .min This result shows that forMBLHamiltonians, a zero velocity Lieb–Robinson bound does not occur and it is
always possible to use the system to send classical information as long as a speciﬁc initial state consisting of a
superposition of arbitrary energy states is assumed.Hence, it is perfectly compatible with the existence of a
dynamicalmobility edge, in the sense of a zero-velocity Lieb–Robinson bound for low energy states [19, 30]. Let
it be noted thatwhileMBL systems provably allow for information propagation, we expect that they do not
exhibit particle or energy transport.
4. Proof idea: equilibration implies information propagation
Our results only rely on the existence of an approximately local constant ofmotion and assume no speciﬁc
structure of theHamiltonian. In order toﬁrst present the argument in its simplest form, however, wewill use the
followingMBLmodel










, ( )å ås s s= +
where j
zs are the local Pauli-Z-matrices and Ji j, Î decays exponentially with the distance between the spins.
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To carry out the proof in this simpliﬁed setting, we construct two objects. Firstly, a state that is the equal
superposition of all eigenstates of theHamiltonian and secondly, a local operatorA that initially has expectation
value onewith respect to this state, but at the same time has a zero diagonal in the energy eigenbasis and thus zero
expectation value for the equilibrated inﬁnite time average. Since equilibration guarantees that local expectation
values are described by the inﬁnite time average, this will allowus to conclude that theHeisenberg evolution of
the operatorA has to be non-local.
Lemma1 (DiagonalHamiltonians). LetH be a diagonalHamiltonian on a spin-1/2 lattice with non-degenerate
eigenvalues and gaps. Let A j
xs= be the Pauli-X-matrix supported on spin j. ThenHnecessarily has information
propagation on average in the sense that the operator At has, on average, support outside any ﬁnite region S
A A d1 . 13t S t
S N 2( ) ( )∣ ∣- G - - 
Proof. From the concrete formof theHamiltonian in equation (12), we could calculate the time evolution of the
X-operator and see that it acquires strings ofZ-operators that sooner or later extend over thewhole chain. In the
following, wewill showhow this spreading behaviour can be derivedwhen no speciﬁcHamiltonian structure is
used. For the argument, we use a state vector ∣yñ that is initially a product with ∣ + ñon all sites, which also is the
equal superposition of all eigenstates of the system. Sincewe assume that theHamiltonian has non-degenerate
energies, we know that the inﬁnite time average of ∣ ∣r y y= ñá is diagonal, since all off-diagonal elements
correspond to non-zero energy gaps and are dephased away.Moreover, as the diagonal is invariant under the
time evolution, the time-averaged stateω is the normalized identitymatrix. Considering a subsystem S, we can














c( ) ( )∣ ∣  r - - - 
HereN is the total number of spins and the effective dimension counts howmany eigenvectors k∣ ñof the
Hamiltonian are part of the state










The above result states that, formost times, the reduced state of tr looks like the identity. Due to theway
equilibration is proven, the results also applies to the inverse evolution tr- [12].
To investigate how information propagates under theHamiltonian, we look at the time evolution of an
observableA consisting of a single Pauli-X-operator somewhere in the region S. The key trick is to use the initial
expectation value and to insert time evolution operators
A A1 tr tr . 16t t0 0( ) ( ) ( )r r= = -
Sincewe know that the equilibrated state is the normalized identity, the expectation value of any local traceless
operatorB has to vanish on average
Btr 0. 17t( ) ( )r =-
SinceA0 is traceless and the time-evolution leaves the trace invariant, the operatorAt on average cannot be local
anymore.More precisely, we have that
A A A d
A dtr , 18











( ) ( )
( )










   
wherewe have used that A Atr 1∣ ( )∣ r r   and have deﬁned tr .S Sc ( )r r= Nextwe use the inverse triangle
inequality, equation (16) and insert d A0 tr trS S Sc( ( ))= - which is using the fact that the reduced observable
has zero expectation valuewith the inﬁnite time average
A d A d A
d d A
tr tr tr 1 tr tr
1 tr tr . 19
t t S t
S S N
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( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
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Another application of A Atr 1∣ ( )∣ r r   allows to use the equilibration results discussed previously. Using
d Atr 1S N S tc ( ) -  concludes the estimate
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2c( ) ( ) ( )∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣  r- G - - -- - - -     
,
The above proof explicitly establishes a recently proposed connection between information propagation and
equilibration [3, 27]. Thus, the assumption of non-degenerate energy gaps is only needed to guarantee
equilibration, whichmeans that the condition can be substantially relaxed [13]. Themain idea for the proof still
can be carried out in the settingwhere theHamiltonian is no longer assumed to be diagonal, but where only the
existence of an approximately local constant ofmotion is guaranteed.
5. Constants ofmotion imply information propagation
In order to generalize the proof to rely only on the existence of a single approximately local constant ofmotion, it
isﬁrst assumed that the constant ofmotion is exactly local. This implies that it is possible to distinguish different
sets of eigenvectors locally and thus allows to construct local observables that have zero diagonal in the
eigenbasis of theHamiltonian.Moreover, a statewith large expectation valuewith respect to this observable can
be constructed, again allowing to use equilibration results, togetherwith the off-diagonality of the observable in
order to prove information propagation. Finally, a perturbation analysis extends the argument to approximately
local constants ofmotion.Wewill nowpresent this argument in detail.
In case theHamiltonian has exactly local constants ofmotion [20] X supported on some regionX, they can






( ) å l=
=
with exactly local projectors Pk supported onX andM distinct eigenvalues. The goal is then to construct an
operator that is block-off-diagonal with respect to the projectors Pk. For this, let dmin be the smallest dimension
of the eigenspaces of ,X when viewed as a local operator. For the construction, weﬁx two eigenspaces of .X
The larger of the two is then truncated down to the dimension dtrunc of the smaller one. Note that the resulting
dimension of both spaces is lower bounded by d .min In these subspaces, we furtherﬁx some basis labelled by two
indices k r,∣ ñwhere k labels the eigenspaces of X and r the basis vectors in each of these subspaces.Wewill
denote the eigenspaces by k= 0 and k= 1. The operatorA is constructed to be supported on the small regionX
and taken to be theﬂip operator between the subspaces
A k r k r k r k r0, 1, 1, 0, . 22
r
d trunc
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )å= = ñá = + = ñá =
The operator normof this observable is one andwewill proceed by constructing an initial state that is an
eigenstate ofA to eigenvalue 1, but still has large effective dimension. For this, we pick the subspacewith smaller
dimension and take the equal superposition of all eigenvectors in this subspace denoted by v .∣ ñ For this, it is
crucial to choose the subspacewith smaller dimension, as the truncation in general, is not alignedwith the
eigenstates of the globalHamiltonian. The number of eigenvectors in the untruncated subspacewill be lower
bounded by d d d ,N Xmin min= - which is simply the smallest eigenspace dimension of X when viewed as an




. 23∣ (∣ ∣ ) ( )yñ = ñ + ñ
It is straightforward to check that this is indeed an eigenstate ofA, since A v v .2 ∣ ∣ñ = ñ What ismore, the state
vector ∣yñhas an effective dimension lower bounded by d .min This gives the following result.
Corollary 3. (Information propagation: strictly local constants). Let H be aHamiltonianwith non-degenerate
energies and gaps and X be a strictly local constant ofmotion supported onX, with eigenspaces with dimension larger
than d .min ThenHnecessarily has information propagation in the sense that for any ﬁnite region S containing X there










2( ) ( )∣ ∣ ∣ ∣- G - + - 
Proof.Toprove this statement, we can directly follow the proof of lemma 1.Using the construction of the initial
state and the observableA described above, we immediately obtain
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1 , 25t S t
sys
eff
1 2( ) ( )- G - 
from the equilibration results in equation (14). Inserting the effective dimension described above
d d d dN Xeff min min = - and d d Ssys = concludes the proof. ,
Inmany localized systems, one does not expect the constants ofmotion to be strictly local, but only
approximately local [20]. Using perturbation theory, it follows that this bound is sufﬁcient to obtain local
approximations for the eigenprojectors andmakes it possible to once again construct an observableA that
propagates through the system.Wewill nowpresent this argument in detail and prove theorem 1 .







( ) å l=
=
and let γ denote the smallest spectral gap. Due to locality, we can express  for eachﬁxed l, as
V , 27X ll ( ) ( ) = G +
with a bounded perturbationVl satisfying
V , 28l Xl ( ) ( ) = - G
V g l . 29l ( ) ( )< 
LetPk
l be the eigenprojectors for the truncated observable. Perturbation theory assures us that the perturbed








V g l2 2
. 31k k
l l ( ) ( ) g g- = 
 
Choosing the distance l large enough such that the function g becomes smaller than 2,g we know that the
perturbed and unperturbed eigenspaces have the same dimension [31]. This local approximation of the
eigenprojectors of the constant ofmotionwill be the basis for the construction of the observableA aswell as the
initial state ρ.
In order to construct the observable, wewill workwith the truncated constant ofmotion ,Xl ( )G ﬁx two
subspaces and construct the sameﬂip operator as in the case of exactly local constants ofmotion
A k r k r k r k r0, 1, 1, 0, . 32
r
d trunc
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )å= = ñá = + = ñá =
Without loss of generality, let k= 0 be the space with smaller dimension and k= 1 the one truncated to d .trunc
Let Pl I1 ∣ be the projector on the truncated subspace ofP1l corresponding to the image ofA.
For the initial state, wewill use the corresponding subspaces, again labelled by k= 0,1 of the full constant of
motion . Againwe pick the smaller of the two subspaces and deﬁne v∣ ñ to be the equal superposition of all




. 33∣ (∣ ∣ ) ( )yñ = ñ + ñ
By construction, the effective dimension and the equilibration results will be as in the case of a strictly local
constant ofmotion.
Crucial in the above construction is that we use the truncated constant ofmotion Xl ( )G for the observableA
in order to ensure locality, while we use the full object  for the initial state in order to achieve a large effective
dimension.What remains to be shown is that despite this locality difference in the construction, we still achieve a
large expectation value ofAwith ,∣yñ but an almost vanishing expectation valuewith the inﬁnite time average.
As a ﬁrst step, wewill show thatA is almost block-off-diagonal with respect to the eigenprojectors of the full
constant ofmotion . Introducing the identity P Q ,k
l
k
l = + this takes the following form
P AP P P AQ P P Q AP P
g l









( ) ( )  g+     
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Herewe used thatA is block-off-diagonal with respect to the truncated constant ofmotion .Xl ( )G The same
estimate holds for the projectorsQk. Using this, bounding the expectation valuewith the inﬁnite time average is
straightforward
A AP P AQ Q P AP Q AQ
g l
tr tr tr 4 . 350 0 0 0 0 0 0 0( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) w w w g= + +   
Wenowhave to show that the expectation value ofAwith ρ is large initially
A v AA v v A v v AAA v
1
2
. 36∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )y yá ñ á ñ - á ñ + á ñ
In the following, wewill show that theﬁrst term is almost one, while the other two almost vanish due to the
block-off-diagonality. For the ﬁrst term,wewill use that A P P ,l l I2 0 1 ∣= + where Pl I1 ∣ is the projector onto the
image ofA in P .l1 Using that v Q v∣ ∣á ñcan only increase if we enlarge the subspace of the projectorQ, we obtain
v AA v v P v v Q v v P v v Q v
g l g l
4 1 4 , 37l l0 0 0 0∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
( ) ( ) ( )  g gá ñ á ñ - á ñ á ñ - á ñ - = -
wherewe have used (31). The second term can be bounded directly using block-off-diagonality
v A v P AP
g l
2 . 380 0∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
( ) ( )  gá ñ  
The last term,ﬁnally can be bounded as follows
v AAA v v P A P P P v
P AP P P
P AP








0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0
( )∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
( ) ( )






á ñ = á + ñ
+
+ +
   
 
To summarize, we have
A
g l
1 9 . 40∣ ∣ ( ) ( )y y gá ñ -
Putting together the estimates for the expectation value ofAwith the initial state, the equilibration result and the
expectation value ofAwith the inﬁnite time averagew, we obtain the desired bound.More precisely, we choose
∣ ∣r y y= ñá and proceed as follows
A A A A
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concludes the proof. ,
6.Discussion and outlook
In this work, we have shown that for systemswith suitably non-degenerate spectrum a single approximately
local constant ofmotion is sufﬁcient to rigorously derive information propagation.We explicitly construct local
excitation operators whose effect spreads over arbitrary distances, thus giving rise to a protocol for usingMBL
systems for signalling. This implies that the recently derived logarithmic light cone [9] can never be tightened to a
zero-velocity Lieb–Robinson bound, at least if one allows for inﬁnite energy in the system. These results
strengthen and are concomitant with the observation of a logarithmic growth of entanglement entropies inMBL
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models. It is notable how little has to be assumed to arrive at the conclusion of having information propagation.
Not only do the approximately local constants ofmotion not prohibit information propagation in this sense:
they give rise to a protocol for the transmission of classical information for all Hamiltonianswith a generic
spectrum,which is quite a counterintuitive result.
As future work, it would be interesting to clear up the precise role of local constants ofmotion inMBL
systems. As described above, current analytical descriptions ofMBL are usually connected to an extensive set of
approximately local constants ofmotion and are capable of accurately capturing the phenomenology
[10, 23, 26]. However from a numerical point of view, it seems still unclear whether importantmodels such as
theXXZ chain allow such a description [21, 32]. In fact, the occurrence of rare states with large entanglement
[18, 30] seems to contradict this, as it is not compatible with the eigenstates described in terms of a spectral
tensor network [20]. Assuming that those rare eigenstates are indeed present in theXXZ chain, they seem to have
little inﬂuence on the physical behaviour such as the entanglement growth or the breakdown of thermalisation
[7, 8, 10, 30]. However, amore careful analysis, especially of the role of the disorder strength is surely needed.We
would therefore speculate that systems could still showMBLproperties even if no complete set of constants of
motion can be constructed. Towhat extentmodels with only a single local constant ofmotion can be devised is
currently unclear, even thoughMBL systems coupled to generic thermalizingmodels are certainly candidates in
this direction.
Aside from a clarifying discussion of constants ofmotion, it would be interesting to explore the speed of the
information propagation, which naturally is linked to the open problemof deriving physicallymeaningful time
scales of equilibration in localmodels. Another important question is how the information propagation derived
above is linked to the available energy scale in the system. In particular, it would be interesting howour results
relate to the possibility of having amobility edge and how they are connected to the presumed suppression of
energy and particle transport inMBL systems.
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Appendix
A.1. SimpleMBLmodel implies information propagation
In this appendix, we prove information propagation in two simpleMBLmodels, onewhere theHamiltonian is
diagonal in the computational basis and onewhere the eigenstates are deformed by an f-local unitary (deﬁnition
4).We start with the following simplemodel










, ( )å ås s s= +
which consists of interacting Pauli-Z-matrices with suitably random coefﬁcients Ji j, that decaywith the distance
between sites i and j. In this system, the eigenvectors are the computational basis and the energies and gapswill
be non-degenerate due to the randomness in themodel. For local dimension d 2,> one can easily extend the
model, by allowing for couplingwith arbitrary local and diagonalmatrices. In this case, we further require a









,( )˜ ( )s d= --
As discussed in themain text, thismodel implies information propagation in the followingway.
Lemma1 (DiagonalHamiltonians). LetH be a diagonalHamiltonianwith non-degenerate eigenvalues and gaps.
Let A j
xs˜= be the generalized Pauli-X-matrix supported on spin j. ThenHnecessarily has information propagation
on average in the sense that the operator At has, on average, support outside any ﬁnite region S
A A d1 . 45t S t S N 2( ) ( )∣ ∣- G - - 
The proof is contained in themain text and directly carries over to the case with local dimension d 2.> Here, we
will extent this result and show that the same construction can still be carried out in the case of approximately
local eigenvectors. For this, we introduce approximately local operators and unitaries.
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Deﬁnition 3 (Local observable).AnoperatorAwill be called (g,X)-local, if there exists a ﬁnite localisation
regionX such that
A A A g l 46Xl ( ) ( ) ( )- G   
for some function g: 0  +with suitable decay in l.
Deﬁnition 4 (Local unitary).Aunitary operatorUwill be called f-local, if the conjugation of a local observableA
with localisation regionX remains local in the sense that
UAU UAU A f l 47Xl( ) ( ) ( )† † - G   
for some function f : 0  +with suitable decay in l.
Correspondingly, wewill say that aHamiltonian has f-local eigenvectors, if the unitary diagonalizing it is f-
local.With this, we are able to present a generalized version of lemma 1 to the case of approximately local
eigenvectors.
Corollary 2 (f-local eigenvectors imply information propagation). LetH be aHamiltonianwith f-local
eigenvectors and non-degenerate energies and gaps. ThenHnecessarily has information propagation on average in
the sense that for any ﬁxed ﬁnite region Xl of diameter l, there exists a local operator A initially supported onXl with
A 1=  such that At has, on average, support outside any ﬁnite region S
A A d f l1 2 . 48t S t S N 2( ) ( ) ( )∣ ∣- G - -- 
Proof.Wewill nowuse lemma 1 in order to provide a proof for corollary 2 . For this, we use that theHamiltonian
can be diagonalised by a f-local unitaryV andworkwith the observable
A V V , 49j
x˜ ( )†s=
where j
xs˜ is the generalized Pauli-X-matrix on some spin jwithin the set S. This operator will no longer be
strictly local, but due to the f-locality of the unitaryV, the operator can be truncated
A A f l , 50Xl ( ) ( ) ( )- G 
whereXl denotes the set that contains the inital support, namely site j and all l-nearest neighbours. Herewe used
that the operator normofA is one. From this, we can use the local reduction A Al Xl ( )= G as the local operator
thatwill display information propagation.Wewill further need the time evolution of this truncated operator
A Ae e ,t
l tH l tHi i= - wherewe ﬁrst truncate and then evolve it in time.Naturally the unitary time evolution does
not change the normdifference. The proof relies on a series of triangle inequalities. First we use that for any state









t( )( ) ( ) ( )∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( ) r r- G - G- - 
Next, we look at the two terms separately, which gives
A A
A A A
A f l f l
tr tr e e
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wherewe have inserted a zero term Atr t t( )r - and have used the above truncation estimate in equation (50) .
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Herewe again inserted a zero term
Atr tr 54S S t S tc( )( ) ( ) ( )r G -
and used a norm estimate. To proceed, we insert onemore zero term A dtrS S t S S( ( ) ) G - and use the triangle
inequality
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   
and use thatΓ is a norm contractivemap. These three terms can now easily be bounded. Theﬁrst is small due to
the f-locality of the unitaryV involved in constructingA, see equation (50) . The second termbecomes small,
once the time average is taken, which allows us to use known equilibration results [12]
A d dtr . 56S S t S S N 2( )( ) ( )∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ G - -
The third term vanishes completely, since the observableA has zeros on its diagonal. This completes the estimate
of the second term in equation (51)
A f l dtr . 57S t
l
t
S N 2( )( ) ( ) ( )∣ ∣rG +- -
Patching the estimates in equations (52) and (57) together concludes the proof




l S N 2( ) ( ) ( )∣ ∣- G - - - 
,
The aboveHamiltonians are special instances of systems having local constants ofmotion. In the diagonal
case, the constants ofmotion are simply the local Pauli-Z-matrices. Once they are deformed by a quasi-local
unitary, exact locality is lost, but one still obtains a full set of approximately local constants ofmotion.
A.2. Approximate spectral tensor networks
In [20], it is shown that if aHamiltonian has suitable local constants ofmotion, then each eigenprojector can be
efﬁciently represented as amatrix product operator.Moreover, it is rigorously derived that there exists an
efﬁcient spectral tensor network for all eigenprojectors at the same time. Reference [20] then proceeds to sketch
the case of approximately local constant ofmotion, for which similar conclusions are reached. In this appendix,
we show that indeed, even for approximately local constants ofmotionwith robust spectrum (deﬁnition 1 in the
main text), one can rigorously obtain a spectral tensor network.
Result. (Efﬁcient spectral tensor networks). LetH be aHamiltonianwith an extensive number of approximately
local constants ofmotion (deﬁnition 1 in themain text)with X L∣ ∣  and g l c c lexp ,1 2( ) ( ) - for suitable
constants c c, 0.1 2 > Weassume that the approximately local constants ofmotion are algebraically independent,
commutewith each other and have suitable distributed support on the lattice. Then there exists an efﬁcient
spectral tensor network representation for all eigenprojectors ofH.
The proof of this statement directly follows from [20], togetherwith our corollary 3 in themain text.We start
from the observation that the approximate locality of the constant ofmotion also implies quasi-local




l ( ) ( ) g- 
and that the perturbed and unperturbed eigenspaces have the same dimension. Using this approximation, one
ﬁnds that projectors onto an eigenspace of an approximately local constant ofmotion can be efﬁciently
approximated bymatrix-product operators. For a given site j, callA the subset of sites for which theMPO
approximations have a support that includes j.With the same argument as in [20], choosing a path in the
supports of the strictly local constants ofmotion and performing singular value decompositions, as outlined in
[20], oneﬁnds that the collection of all approximately local constants ofmotion inA can again bewritten as a
matrix-product operator. The stability lemma 2 below concludes the proof.
Lemma2 (Stability). Let j{ } be a set of N approximately local constants ofmotionwith a lower uniform bound
0g > on theirminimal spectral gaps and uniform upper bounds L and g(l) on size and decay of their localisation
regions Xj, such that
g l 60j X X jjl j( ) ( ) ( )  - G É 
for any Xj
l containing Xj together with a buffer region of size l. Then if Pj m, denotes the eigenprojector of j for
eigenvaluemwe have
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P P P P N
g l




, , , ,N n N1 1 1 1 1
( ) ( ) g-   
with P Pj m
l
X j m, ,i i j
l
i i
( )= G being strictly local.
Proof.The proof utilizes perturbation theory on the level of the single eigenprojectors Pj m
l
,i i
similar to the proof
of corollary 3 in themain text. Using the triangle inequality we can upper bound the normdifference as






j m j m
l
, , , ,
1
, ,N n N k k k k1 1 1 1 1
( ) å- -
=
     
The result now follows from equation (31) and our uniformity assumptions. ,
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